. Crystal data and refinement statistics of the p-tert-butylcalix [6] arene solvatomorphs disclosed here. Even though the data have been squeezed with Platon, the electron count removed from structure factors was not assigned to solvent molecules because of uncertainty in their proportion and missing strong reflections even at low resolution shell. i It can be also refer to S…Cg measurement, wherein Cg denotes centroid calculated through the carbons from the phenyl ring whose label is shown into the parentheses.
ii The numbering after atom symbol from 1 to 6 corresponds to phenolic moieties labeled as A to F, respectively, except if another capital letter succeeds the number. In the last case, these capital letters S, F or P refer to DMSO, DMF or Pyr, respectively.
iii All carbons of a phenyl ring whose label is shown in parentheses were used in the centroid calculation. Figure S1 . Asymmetric unit of a) the multiple solvate and b) the new DMSO solvate of 1. Only non-hydrogen atoms are shown as 30% probability ellipsoids. For clarity, labeling scheme is shown only for phenolic moieties and non-hydrogen and non-carbon atoms. Solid white bonds are drawn between t-butyl carbon fractions in one of the two 50% occupancy sites sets and between the 30% occupancy sulfur fraction and the other DMSO full occupancy carbons and oxygen. 
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